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Large Rural Video Provider Goes with Innovative MG-TV

Dickinson, ND - Consolidated Telecom in Dickinson North Dakota is on schedule to convert their video
customers to the MG-TV video solution from Innovative Systems. CEO Paul Schuetzler says this
project has been one of the smoothest conversions of this size that he has seen and credits a
cooperative effort between his team and the support staff at Innovative. Because they were already
ahead of schedule, the situation with the current pandemic has not affected their conversion timeline.
Having Linear and Streaming with One Vendor is a Differentiator
With ten thousand video subscribers on the line, Schuetzler said there was no way they were going to
shoehorn all their video customers into a streaming product. Innovative Systems MG-TV is a good fit for
the Consolidated roadmap because they can have complete control over management and support of
both networks. Schuetzler says that his customers are starting to get a handle on streaming, and by
having a company that can deliver streaming and linear from one platform is very logical.
According to Schuetzler, any video provider with competition runs a large risk by getting out of video,
adding that competitors who do offer both could end up taking your broadband business.
About Consolidated Telecom
Consolidated is the premier provider for high speed Internet, telephone, and digital television services in
southwestern North Dakota. Consolidated is a full-service communications company that also offers
network management, video surveillance, security, and hosted PBX to business and residential
customers in over thirty communities. Visit www.ctctel.com
About Innovative Systems
Innovative Systems is a leading vendor of solutions for North American communications providers with
over 800 deployed systems. eLation™, our OSS solution, includes integrated billing, financials, staking,
and mapping. The InnoStream™ MG-TV is our one-platform approach to video solutions such as
Middleware, VOD, Cloud DVR, Restart TV, Live Streaming, Conditional Access, and the new IS-5041W
set-top box. The APMAX™ hardware platform provides enhanced voice and hosted business
solutions. For more information, visit innovsys.com.
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